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BACKGROUND: Antibiotics are among the
most important tools in medicine, but their
efficacy is threatened by the evolution of re-
sistance. Since the earliest days of antibiotics,
resistance has been observed and recognized
as a threat; today, many first-generation drugs
are all but ineffective. The paradox of antibi-
otics is that through their use, they not only
inhibit an infection but also select for the
emergence and spread of resistance, directly
counteracting their long-term efficacy. We have
thus far avoided a crisis through the continued
modification of existing compounds and the dis-
covery of new antibiotic classes. It has been
hoped that restricting the use of particular
antibiotics would neutralize the selective ad-
vantage of resistance and restore widespread
sensitivity over time; however, decades of ex-
perience have shown that resistance does not
disappear so easily. The same is true for com-
bining antibiotics with compounds that in-
hibit their specific resistance mechanisms;
this approach is effective in potentiating and

broadening the spectrum of antibiotics, but
it only neutralizes the advantage of resistant
bacteria and does not actively select against
resistance over time. To prevent the evolution
of resistance or turn a resistant population
susceptible again, we need ways to fully invert
the selective advantage of resistance.

ADVANCES: Recent discoveries have shown
that it is possible to invert the selective ad-
vantage of resistant bacteria and reverse the
evolution of antibiotic resistance.Whereaswith
single-drug therapy, there is always a selective
advantage to resistance, specific combinations
of drugs can inhibit bacterial growth while
disfavoring resistance to the individual compo-
nents. To confer a direct disadvantage to resist-
ant mutants, techniques have been developed
that exploit the specific physiological and evo-
lutionary interactions between drugs. First, if
one drug partially suppresses the effect of an-
other, becoming resistant to the first drug will
remove its protection against the second, giving

a disadvantage to the resistant mutants. Sec-
ond, mutations that confer resistance to a drug
can be counteracted if they induce synergy
between the drug and another compound.
Finally, there can be trade-offs between re-
sistances to different compounds such that re-
sistance to one antibiotic causes collateral
sensitivity to another antibiotic or to a com-

pound whose toxicity is
mediated by the resist-
ance mechanism. These
approaches can be used
to invert the selective ad-
vantage of resistant bacte-
ria competing with their

sensitive cousins and can potentially decrease
the rate at which resistance evolves, or even
drive a resistant bacterial population back
toward drug sensitivity.

OUTLOOK: Substantial barriers remain for
the clinical application of selection-inverting
treatment strategies. Antibiotic treatment deci-
sions must typically be made within minutes,
whereas the isolation and analysis of an infec-
tion take between hours and days, even with
state-of-the art technology. Further, the optimal
choice of these strategies depends on the specific
genetics of the pathogen and the resistance
mechanism. Thus, practical deployment of selec-
tion inversion approaches will require the de-
velopment of fast, genomic diagnostics that
can identify not only the pathogen’s current
resistance profile but also its future poten-
tial for evolution of resistance. Such genomic
diagnostics could further be used to inform
treatment, channel pathogens toward less
resistance-prone genotypes,monitor population-
wide and environmental resistance levels, and
identify newresistancemechanismsbefore they
enter the clinic.
Additionally, most of the studies on selec-

tion inversion have been performed in vitro
and need to be validated in animalmodels and
clinical isolates. Strategies relying on coadmin-
istration are further complicated by pharma-
cokinetics, whichmay vary across compounds.
Moreover, the unique drug interactions under-
lying these approaches may change across dif-
ferent environments and genetic backgrounds
or over time as the pathogens evolve. Finally,
the deployment of these strategies requires a
careful ethical balance between curing the
individual and reducing resistance in the
community. Ultimately, combating resistance
will necessitate a portfolio of strategies that
anticipate the evolution of the infection and
adapt to both treat and avoid resistance. ▪
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Countering antibiotic resistance through selection inversion. Resistance to antibiotics evolves
as a direct consequence of their use to suppress bacterial growth. The present strategy of dis-
covering new antibiotics and waiting for new resistance to evolve is untenable in the long term.
However, promising new strategies to manipulate evolution and invert selection against resistance
may prolong the utility of existing antibiotics or even restore the activity of old drugs.
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Multidrug evolutionary strategies to
reverse antibiotic resistance
Michael Baym,1* Laura K. Stone,1* Roy Kishony1,2†

Antibiotic treatment has two conflicting effects: the desired, immediate effect of inhibiting
bacterial growth and the undesired, long-term effect of promoting the evolution of resistance.
Although these contrasting outcomes seem inextricably linked, recent work has revealed
several ways by which antibiotics can be combined to inhibit bacterial growth while,
counterintuitively, selecting against resistant mutants. Decoupling treatment efficacy from
the risk of resistance can be achieved by exploiting specific interactions between drugs,
and the ways in which resistance mutations to a given drug can modulate these interactions or
increase the sensitivity of the bacteria to other compounds. Although their practical
application requires much further development and validation, and relies on advances in
genomic diagnostics, these discoveries suggest novel paradigms that may restrict or even
reverse the evolution of resistance.

A
ntibiotics are among the most important
tools inmedicine, but their efficacy is threat-
ened by the evolution of resistance. Since
the earliest days of antibiotics, resistance
has been observed and recognized as a chal-

lenge (1). Today, many first-generation antibi-
otics are all but ineffective (2). We have thus far
avoided a crisis through the continued modi-
fication of existing compounds and the discov-
ery of new antibiotic classes. However, while
resistance rates continue to rise, the rate of anti-
biotic discovery has dropped substantially (3, 4).
Today, resistance claims over 25,000 lives in the
European Union and 23,000 lives in the United
States every year (2, 5). In addition to discovering
new antibiotics, we must therefore prioritize the
development of methods addressing the evolu-
tion of resistance (6, 7). In particular, we need to
devise new strategies for antimicrobial treatments
that could limit, redirect, and perhaps even re-
verse the course of resistance evolution.
Bacteria evolve resistance to antibiotics by one

of two routes: spontaneous mutation and hori-
zontal gene transfer. Spontaneous mutations can
confer resistance to an antibiotic by modifying
the antibiotic’s target or its expression level, or by
up-regulating resistance genes, such as those en-
coding efflux pumps (8–10). Alternatively, bacteria
can acquire dedicated resistance genes through
horizontal gene transfer. These genes may encode
specialized antibiotic degradation enzymes, efflux
pumps, target protection proteins, or bypass path-
ways (e.g., supply mechanisms for alternative cell
wall synthesis pathways) (8, 9). Once they have
acquired the resistance gene ormutation, bacteria

can continue to grow in the presence of antibiotics,
while the growth of sensitive bacteria is halted.
Resistant mutants quickly outnumber sensitive
bacteria and thus rapidly spread throughout a pop-
ulation, eventually rendering the drug ineffective.
It has been hoped that in the absence of anti-

biotic pressure, the physiological cost of main-
taining resistance would be strong enough to
select for loss of the resistance allele, eventu-
ally leading to resensitization. In practice, such
loss of resistance has not been widely observed
for four reasons. First, with few exceptions (11),
the fitness cost of resistance is often not large
enough to be appreciably selected against, and
thus resistance genes can remain in the popula-
tion for years after removal of the drug (12–15).
Second, even when the cost of resistance is large,
it can be neutralized by compensatory mutations,
or through genetic regulatory mechanisms that
activate resistance only in the presence of the
drug (16, 17). Third, sustained selection for the
presence of a resistance gene with an antibiotic
can lead to the accumulation of mutations that
not only compensate for the cost of the resistance
gene, but make its presence essential for growth
even in the absence of the antibiotic (18). Finally,
antibiotic resistance mutations can, in certain
cases, confer increased virulence, giving the re-
sistantmutant a fitness advantage in the absence
of antibiotic selection (19, 20).
Thus, as a Sisyphean consequence of their

desired short-term inhibition of growth, antibiotics
ultimately lead to long-term selection for resist-
ance. Recent theoretical and experimental studies
indicate that with particular combinations of com-
pounds, we could decouple the conflicting effects
of antibiotic therapy. Thus, it should be possible to
develop strategies that use combinations of anti-
biotics and other compounds to inhibit bacterial
growth while minimizing or reversing selection
for resistance to the individual components.

Several mechanisms have been studied for
minimizing or inverting the selective advantage
of antibiotic resistance. The most established
approach so far is to administer antibiotics with
molecules that inhibit a particular resistancemech-
anism, thus neutralizing the evolutionary advan-
tage of resistant strains. More recent work has
developed strategies that go beyond neutralizing
resistance to actively selecting against it using
evolutionary and physiological interactions be-
tween drugs (see Box 1 and Fig. 1). First, com-
binations of drugs that physiologically interact to
have different effects when coadministered can
be used to slow and even invert the evolution of
resistance. Second, drug interactions that change
as resistance evolves can be exploited to select
against resistantmutants. Finally, there has been
a resurgence of interest in evolutionary trade-offs
between resistances to individual compounds,
in which one compound may channel evolution
toward increased sensitivity to another compound.
Below, we review these strategies and their po-
tential for inhibiting the evolution of resistance.
Several complementary strategies for evolution-
arily robust bacterial inhibition have been sug-
gested, including suppression of virulence (21–23),
persistence (24), and quorum sensing (25, 26), as
well as novel targeting strategies to allow higher
effective doses (27); however, they are outside the
scope of this review.

Resistance mechanism inhibitors

Perhaps the most direct way to bypass resistance
is to block the resistance mechanism. Resistance
is frequently conferred by dedicated efflux pumps
or antibiotic-degrading enzymes, which in turn
can be countered by compounds that inhibit the
resistance machinery (28, 29). To use this strategy
therapeutically, an antibiotic is delivered concur-
rently with resistance-inhibiting compounds; for
example, a b-lactam antibiotic paired with an in-
hibitor of b-lactamase (a resistance enzyme that
degradesb-lactams). This allows the antibiotic to kill
both resistant and susceptible strains, thereby po-
tentiating the efficacy of the drug and diminishing
the selective advantage of the resistance gene (28).
Compounds have been discovered that inhibit

a large variety of resistance mechanisms (29).
The most clinically successful examples are the
pairings of amoxicillin-clavulanic acid, ampicillin-
sulbactam, and pipericillin-tazobactam to block
serine b-lactamases (28, 30). Recently, this prin-
ciple has been expanded to metallo-b-lactamases
with the discovery that aspergillomarasmine A
inhibits NDM-1 and VIM-2, two clinically impor-
tant enzymes that degrade b-lactams, includ-
ing carbapenem antibiotics (31). Inhibitors of
aminoglycoside-modifying enzymes have also
been synthesized (32, 33). Further, high-throughput
screening (34) and medicinal chemistry efforts
(35) have yielded leads for inhibitors of ErmC
methyltransferase, which confers macrolide re-
sistance. Lastly, several studies have identified
inhibitors of different efflux pumps, amajormode
of resistance across antibiotic classes (36–41).
Some of these inhibitors are produced by the

same bacterial species that synthesize the antibiotic
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whose resistance mechanism they inhibit, sug-
gesting an evolutionary advantage to their use in
combination. Clavulanic acid, a b-lactamase in-
hibitor, is produced by Streptomyces clavuligerus,
which also produces several b-lactam antibiotics
(42). Similarly, Berberis fremontii makes both
the antibiotic berberine and the efflux pump in-
hibitor, 5′-methoxyhydnocarpin, that blocks ber-
berine export (40). It is intriguing to hypothesize
that these species evolved not only antibiotic pro-
duction, but also ways to preserve the activity of
those antibiotics by suppressing resistance mecha-
nisms. Hence, known antibiotic producers may be
fruitful sources of resistancemechanism inhibitors.

Although inhibitors have been found for sev-
eral resistance mechanisms, in clinical practice
the success of resistance mechanism inhibitors
has been limited to serine b-lactamases (28, 30).
Several barriers limit the broader application of
resistance inhibitors, including drug toxicity, phar-
macokinetic differences between the inhibitor and
the antibiotic, and an inhibitor’s specificity for a
particular resistance mechanism. Even when suc-
cessfully implemented, these approaches are not
resilient to the evolutionary process.
While resistance mechanism inhibitors can

suppress or bypass specialized bacterial resistance
machinery, they are themselves subject to resist-

ance. Most resistance mechanism inhibitors are
specific to one class of degradation enzymes or
pumps, and therefore their widespread use can se-
lect for inhibitor-resistant variants within the class,
or for alternate resistance mechanisms (28). For
example, the b-lactamase inhibitors clavulanic acid,
sulbactam, and tazobactam are ineffective against
AmpC b-lactamases andmetallo-b-lactamases, and
over the years have selected for inhibitor-resistant
variants of TEM b-lactamases (28, 43).
Critically, resistance mechanism inhibitors,

while neutralizing the advantage of resistant
bacteria, do not necessarily put them at a compet-
itive disadvantage. Thus, while these inhibitors
restore the efficacy of the antibiotic, they do not
reduce the relative prevalence of resistancewithin
a patient or in the population. Without negative
selective pressure, the resistant strain will remain
in the population, even in the absence of the
antibiotic (12–15).

Selection inversion

There are several strategies to combine multiple
physiologically or evolutionarily interacting anti-
biotics, not only to neutralize the selective ad-
vantage of resistance but also to impose a direct
cost on resistance. The evolution of multidrug
resistance often requires the sequential accu-
mulation of resistance to each of the individual
drugs. It is therefore important to find outwhether
single-drug–resistance steps would be selected
for or against in a multidrug environment. The
result critically depends on the physiological
and evolutionary interactions between the drugs
(Box 1).
With some notable exceptions, single-drug–

resistant mutants maintain the same drug inter-
actions and the same resistances to other drugs
as their drug-sensitive parents (Fig. 2A) (44). This
is because, to a first approximation, bacteria ac-
quiring resistance to one drug (e.g., via a sponta-
neous targetmutation or a horizontally transferred
drug efflux pump) behave as if theywere exposed
to less of that drug. The region of growth for
resistant bacteria in a two-drug concentration
space would therefore be similar in shape to the
region of growth for their drug-sensitive parent,
except stretched toward higher concentrations
along the drug axis to which the bacteria are
resistant (Fig. 2, A and B, horizontal axis). Thus,
normally the regime where the resistant bacteria
can grow fully encompasses the regime where
the sensitive bacteria can grow (Fig. 2A); there is
no combination of the two drugs in which the
sensitive bacteria outcompete the resistantmutants.
There are, however, three primary ways by

which antibiotic combinations can impose a direct
cost on resistance and thus select against drug-
resistant strains. First, when one drug suppresses
another, bacteria becoming resistant to the first
drug lose its protective effect and can thus be
inhibited more strongly by the second drug than
their sensitive ancestors (45). In such a suppres-
sive drug pair, the region of concentration al-
lowing growth has a nonmonotonic shape, and
therefore stretching this region toward higher
drug concentration as a result of resistance to
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Box 1. Physiological and evolutionary drug interactions.

Physiological interactions: synergy, antagonism, and suppression

Antibiotics used in combination can interact to synergize, antagonize, or even to suppress each
other’s effects (Fig. 1A). Antibiotic drug interactions appear when the combined inhibitory effect of
twodrugs is largeror smaller than expectedbasedonanadditivemodel (76, 104, 105). A commonway
to understand drug interactions is to consider the shape of the line in the two-drug concentration
space, beyond which the bacteria are fully inhibited (Fig. 1A) (46). The null expectation for no
interaction is that this isobole appears straight, i.e., the inhibitory power of the combinations
depends only on the sum of the two antibiotics’ concentrations. Synergistic drug combinations
are more inhibitory than this null expectation, whereas antagonistic combinations require higher
concentrations to achieve the same degree of inhibition (concave and convex lines, respectively;
Fig. 1A). An extreme type of antagonism appears when the combined effect of two drugs is
weaker not only compared to the null additive expectation, but also weaker than the effect of one
of the drugs alone. These are termed “suppressive” drug interactions and appear as a non-
monotonic inhibitory line, where the addition of a drug can in fact relieve growth inhibition
(Fig. 1A) (106).

Recent technical developments have enabled broad systematic efforts to identify drug inter-
actions and their underlyingmechanisms.These studies have revealed synergistic, antagonistic, and
suppressive interactions among pairs of antibiotics (106–108), as well as interactions between
antibiotics and compounds with little or no antimicrobial activity (31, 109–114). Analysis of pairwise
interaction networks between multiple drugs have shown that drugs with the same mode of action
have broadly the same interaction profile (106), suggesting that drug interactions operate through
the core physiology of the cell and not through direct chemical interaction of the compounds.
Although formany drug combinations the specific mechanism of interaction is not fully understood,
recent work has elucidated themechanisms behind several interactions: Simultaneous inhibition
of different steps in a pathway causes a synergistic interaction between trimethoprim and sulfa
drugs (115), nonoptimal gene regulation in the face of antibiotic inhibition results in a suppressive
interaction between tetracyclines and fluoroquinolones (116), and mutations in polysaccharide
and adenosine 5´-triphosphate (ATP) synthesis reshape a variety of interactions between
antibiotic pairs (44).

Evolutionary interactions: cross-resistance and collateral sensitivity

Spontaneous mutations or acquired genes conferring resistance to one antibiotic can increase
or decrease the resistance to another antibiotic (Fig. 1B) (67, 68, 117). These positive and negative
evolutionary interactions between antibiotics are termed “cross-resistance” and “collateral sensi-
tivity” (or negative cross-resistance), respectively. For spontaneous resistance mutations, these
evolutionary interactions have been mapped systematically, and both positive and negative cross-
resistance interactions have been found between many pairs of antibiotics (56, 57). This phe-
nomenon is not unique to bacteria and antibiotics; it has been seen in malaria (118, 119), HIV
therapies (120), cancer treatments (121), and pesticide resistance in plants (122, 123). Importantly,
unlike physiological interactions, cross-resistance does not require drugs to be applied in combi-
nation, but is a function of the evolutionary response to a single antibiotic.

Recent surveys of cross-resistance interactions found that, as expected, the cross-resistance
interactions between drugs in the same class tend to be positive (56, 57), although there are
important exceptions (70, 71). Negative cross-resistance is seen frequently with resistance to
aminoglycoside antibiotics, resulting from a change in the proton motive force associated with
resistance (56, 57). More broad principles of when and in what environments cross-resistance
interactions should occur, are not yet known.
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that drug leaves behind a range of concentra-
tions in which the sensitive bacteria can grow
and the resistant bacteria cannot (Fig. 2B). Sec-
ond, if the mutation conferring resistance to one
drug also increases the synergy between the two
drugs, the mutant can again be inhibited more
than its sensitive parent (46). This appears as a
shape change in the resistant mutant’s region of
growth, generating a combination of the drugs in
which the wild type can grow while the mutant
cannot (Fig. 2C). Finally, there may be an evo-
lutionary trade-off, such that resistance to one
drug generates sensitivity to the other (Fig. 2D,
vertical axis). In this case, sensitivity to the sec-
ond drug decreases with resistance to the first,
allowing selection against resistance with the
second drug alone.

Selection inversion using suppressive
drug interactions

Suppressive drug interactions can select against
single-drug–resistant mutants by creating a con-
centration regime that inhibits resistant, but not
sensitive, bacterial growth. If drug A suppresses
drug B, the line of inhibition in the two-drug
space becomes nonmonotonic, such that the bac-
teria grow better at high concentrations of drug
B when drug A is present. When the bacteria
become resistant to drug A, this inhibitory line is
stretched into higher concentrations of drug A
(Fig. 2B). This leaves behind a concentration re-
gime where the bacteria sensitive to A can grow,
benefiting from the suppression of the effect of
drug B by drug A, while the A-resistant ones can-
not benefit. Therefore, within certain concen-
tration regimes, suppressive combinations can
cause drug-resistant mutants to lose out in com-
petition with their drug-sensitive parental strains
(45) (Fig. 2B).

Although suppressive interactions can fully
invert the selective advantage of resistance, less
extreme antagonistic interactions can also re-
duce, although not invert, the selective advantage
of resistant mutants. Such antagonistically inter-
acting drugs can therefore slow the rate of re-
sistance evolution (47, 48). Conversely, synergistic
interactions increase the selective advantage of
resistant mutants, as becoming resistant to one
drug relieves not only its own inhibitory effect
but also its synergistic effect on the other drug
(47, 48).
The evolutionary benefits of antagonistic or

suppressive antibiotic combinations may not
always warrant their additional costs. While re-
ducing or inverting selection for resistance, antag-
onistic and suppressive combinations require
higher doses of drugs and longer treatment time.
This poses toxicity issues and can increase the
potential for accumulating additional resistance
mutations (49–53). Conversely, synergistic combi-
nations increase the selective advantage of re-
sistance mutations, but can also clear infections
faster using less drug, reducing toxicity and the
time in which resistance can arise (52). Thus,
there is an optimal level of drug interaction, de-
pending on the context of the infection, that ba-
lances clearance and prevention of resistance (52).
Deploying combination therapies clinically

is likely to be complicated by the need to fine-
tune concentrations of the drugs and by poten-
tial changes in their interactions. Differential
absorption and penetration of the two drugs
limit our ability to control their ratio in vivo and
can create single-drug compartments that select
for resistance (54). Further, interactions between
the drugs can change within the body or as the
target bacteria evolve, and there is no guarantee
that interactions will remain suppressive (55).

Selection inversion using
synergy-inducing drug pairs
Drug combinations can invert the selective pres-
sure to favor sensitivity if their interaction be-
comes more synergistic in resistant mutants than
in the sensitive parental strain. Although, as dis-
cussed above, the type of interaction between two
drugs typically does not change with the acquisi-
tion of resistance (Fig. 2, A and B), in certain cases
a resistant allele may not only confer resistance
to a given drug but also change its interaction
with other drugs (46, 55). If the drug interaction
becomesmore synergistic, there may exist a con-
centration regime where the susceptible strain
can grow while the resistant strain cannot (Fig.
2C). A comprehensive study examining the pair-
wise interactions of six antibiotics on a library of
nonessential Escherichia coli gene deletion mu-
tants showed that the shape of interactions is
sometimesmodified by inhibition of cellular func-
tions, suggesting that antibiotic interactions can
indeed change with the acquisition of particular
mutations (44). This principle has been estab-
lished in other contexts—for example, in non–
small-cell lung cancer lines, the drugs gefitinib
and 17-AAG interact antagonistically in suscepti-
ble cells, but interact synergistically when the
cells gain gefitinib resistance, and therefore this
combinationmay reduce the emergenceof gefitinib-
resistant mutants (46).
Applying this approach to antimicrobial ther-

apy is currently only hypothetical. Unlike the sup-
pressive drug pairs discussed above, or collaterally
sensitive drug pairs discussed below, we currently
do not know of a specific drug pair for which re-
sistance to one drug consistently induces synergy
to the combination. Further, should we find such
pairs of antibiotics, the application of the approach
will be challenging because of the need to fine tune
the concentrations of two drugs simultaneously.

Selection inversion using
collateral sensitivity

Collateral sensitivity, whereby resistance to one
drug confers sensitivity to another (Box 1), pro-
vides a third mechanism for selection against re-
sistance. Unlike suppression-based selection and
synergy-inducing resistance mutations, which re-
quire the coadministration of two drugs for in-
verting the selective advantage of resistance,
selection against resistance by collateral sensi-
tivity occurs without coapplication of drugs (Fig.
2D, vertical axis), opening avenues for alter-
nating drugs within the treatment of a single
patient, or cycling drugs in a broader population
context (56). Recent attention has been focused
on the use of collateral sensitivity to select against
spontaneous resistancemutations (56–59); its value
in countering horizontally transferred resistance
has been less explored (60–66).

Selection against spontaneous resistance

The pioneering work of Szybalski and Bryson in
the early 1950s, testing whether spontaneous
mutants resistant to different drugs grow in a
range of other drugs, showed that cross-resistance
and collateral sensitivity between antibiotics are

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 1 JANUARY 2016 • VOL 351 ISSUE 6268 aad3292-3

Fig. 1. Physiological interactions and cross-resistance. (A) Isoboles of minimum inhibitory concentra-
tion (MIC) are shown in the two-drug concentration space for different drug interactions. The MIC of each
drug alone occurs where the isobole intersects each drug axis.When the effect of the two drugs is equal to
the effect expected when combining two identical drugs, the shape of the MIC line is linear and the drugs
are said to be noninteracting (104). Synergistic drugs require less-than-expected concentrations, corre-
sponding to a concave MIC line, whereas antagonistic interactions require higher drug concentrations,
producing a convex line. Finally, drug interactions are suppressive when their effect in combination is less
than that of one of the drugs alone, appearing as a nonmonotonic isobole. (B) Cross-resistance and collateral
sensitivity: A mutation or acquired gene conferring resistance to drug A can also increase resistance (positive
cross-resistance) or decrease resistance (negative cross-resistance or collateral sensitivity) to drug B without
otherwise changing the shape of the interaction.
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common (67, 68). More recently, there have been
several systematic screens for cross-resistance and
collateral sensitivity (56–59). Some drug pairs
show unidirectional collateral sensitivity, where
resistance to one drug causes sensitivity to another,
but not the other way around (56–59). In others,
reciprocal collateral sensitivity appears, in which
selection for resistance to either of the two drugs
causes sensitivity to the other (56).
Collateral sensitivity can occur directly through

mutations in the antibiotic target or indirectly
through mutations in other cellular mechanisms
(69). Drug pairs that target the same protein,
such as quinolones and novobiocin (both DNA
gyrase inhibitors), often show collateral sensi-
tivity or cross-resistance (70, 71). Here, the inter-
action occurs directly through the target: The
amino acid changes that provide resistance to
one drug increase or decrease sensitivity to the
other. Collateral sensitivity can also occur through
less direct means. Several recent studies have
highlighted the prevalent collateral sensitivity
between aminoglycosides and other antibiotic
classes (56, 57–59). Both the import of amino-
glycosides and the export of multiple antibiotics
through intrinsic efflux pumps require the pro-
tonmotive force (72, 73). Therefore, when a strain
evolves resistance to aminoglycosides by dimin-
ishing the proton motive force, it becomes more
susceptible to other antibiotics, such as b-lactams,
quinolones, and tetracyclines, that are normally
exported by the proton-force–dependent pumps
(57, 59, 74). By adapting to the presence of one
antibiotic, bacteria effectively specialize and can
become less resilient to other antibiotics.

Cross-resistance and collateral sensitivity may
affect the potential for and change the rate of
evolution of multidrug resistance (47, 75, 76).
Collaterally sensitive drugs can be applied con-
currently to reduce the selective advantage of
single-drug resistant mutants, or alternatingly to
either select for the wild-type over resistance or
for de novo mutations that lose resistance (56).
Concurrent or alternating application of drugs
that have unidirectional collateral sensitivity can
reduce the evolution of spontaneous resistance,
compared with either of the drugs alone (55, 77).
Furthermore, coadministration of drugs that have
both synergy and collateral sensitivity can restore
the activity of defunct antibiotics against resistant
strains while preventing the evolution of further
resistance (71).
Considerable practical challenges stand in the

way of exploiting collateral sensitivities between
compounds to suppress resistance. All potential
methods are likely to fail in the presence of mu-
tations that confer resistance to both drugs
(Fig. 3A) (78). Further, alternating application of
a reciprocally collaterally sensitive pair of drugs
suffers from two additional failure modes. First,
if collaterally sensitive mutations confer more
resistance to one drug than sensitivity to the
other drug, such mutations would gradually ac-
cumulate resistance to both drugs (Fig. 3B). Sec-
ond, mutations may not combine additively, and
it is possible that the likelihood of collaterally
sensitive mutations is reduced following an ini-
tial resistance mutation. Translating these meth-
ods into effective clinical strategies will require a
more comprehensive and precise accounting of

the spectrum of resistance mutations and their
interactions.
Preliminary attempts to clinically deploy se-

quential antibiotic therapies have seen mixed
results (78–81). Both theoretical and clinical studies
have found that strict regimens of hospital-wide
antibiotic cycling do not improve clinical out-
comes (78, 80, 81). Results have been more pro-
mising within the context of treating a single
patient. An “adjustable cycling” protocol, in
which antibiotics are changed based on the
patient’s condition, can be effective in reducing
the evolution of resistance (79). Beyond pairs of
drugs, more complex regimens, with multiple
steps and decisions based on the specific muta-
tions that emerge, will likely be needed to fully
invert the selection for antibiotic resistance.

Selection against acquired resistance

Whereas collateral sensitivity mediated through
spontaneous mutations has been mapped exten-
sively, there are fewer examples of collateral
sensitivity caused by dedicated resistance genes
and cassettes spread by horizontal gene transfer
(60–66). A resistance mechanism confers an
advantage in the presence of the antibiotic it tar-
gets, but may lead to sensitivity to other com-
pounds. Almost all existing examples of such
selection-inverting compounds center on the tet
efflux pumps, which confer tetracycline resist-
ance, but also make bacteria more susceptible
to aminoglycosides, salt stress, and fusaric acid
(61–65). A recent screen for selection-inverting
compounds, measuring the relative growth of
competing resistant and sensitive strains, found
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Fig. 2. Selection inversion approaches and potential strategies. (A) In
typical drug interactions, the region of growth of a single-drug–resistant
mutant (e.g., A-resistant, dashed area) completely covers the region of growth
of the drug-sensitive wild type (gray area), and the mutant therefore always
outcompetes the wild type. (B to D) There are three principal ways for estab-
lishing a concentration regime (*) that selects against resistance: (B) When
drug A suppresses drug B, the MIC isobole is nonmonotonic, and so scaling it
along the A axis because of resistance leaves a selection-inverting regime.
(C) An antagonistic interaction can become synergistic with the acquisition of

resistance, making the mutant more sensitive to the combination. (D) Col-
lateral sensitivity,when theMIC of drug B decreases as a result of resistance to
drugA, allowing selection against resistance even in the absence of A. (E) Using
selection inversion approaches on a nonresistant population can decrease the
probability of resistance evolution and make long-term therapy more likely to
succeed. (F) Selection against resistance can also be used as part of a two-
phase strategy against a population with resistant mutants.The drug-resistant
mutants are selected out of the population in the first phase, allowing a
previously ineffective antibiotic to be used in the second.
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that some soil microbes produce compounds that
select against tetA (60). The generality of this
screening technique will potentially allow sys-
tematic identification of compounds that can
select against other horizontally transferable anti-
biotic resistance mechanisms. Furthermore, the
same mobility that allows resistance genes to
spread rapidly would also accelerate their loss,
relative to spontaneous mutations (73, 82, 83).
New selection-inverting compounds would there-
fore open up possibilities for novel treatment
regimens that can convert a population carrying
a resistance cassette back to drug sensitivity, po-
tentially increasing sensitivity to other antibiot-
ics whose resistance genes were on the same
genetic cassette.

Translation and the need for
anticipatory diagnostics

One can envision several different ways in which
selection-inverting approaches can be used. For
example, since becoming resistant to the com-
bined treatment often requires the stepwise ac-
cumulation of mutations providing resistance to
each of the individual components, using meth-
ods that select against these single-drug resistant
mutants can reduce the chance that a doubly re-
sistant mutant appears during treatment (Fig.
2E) (52). These approaches can also be used in a
“one-two punch” treatment strategy: First select
against resistance to eliminate single-drug resist-
ant mutants from a population, and then follow
up with the now-effective classical antibiotic (Fig.
2F). It is conceivable that even when a resistant
allele is fully fixed in the population, applying a
selective pressure against it would select for
mutations that delete it or disrupt its function
and lead to its long-term loss. However, for selec-
tion inversion strategies to be practical, improved
diagnostics of resistance mechanisms are needed.
To deploy the correct strategy against a spe-

cific mechanism of resistance, wemust be able to
differentiate at the point of diagnosis what anti-
biotics an infection is already resistant to and the
potential it has to develop resistance. With a few
notable exceptions (84–88), the diagnosis of mi-

crobial infections has not changed conceptually
over the past several decades: The pathogen is
cultured and its growth in the presence of a
panel of antibiotics is tested. This culturing-
phenotyping approach is not only slow, but only
assesses the current abilities of the microbe and
not its evolutionary potential. State-of-the-art
diagnostic technologies are currently too cum-
bersome for clinical practice, and substantial
technical challenges must be overcome to enable
their widespread use. However, with anticipated
improvements, technologies for the rapid ge-
nomic sequencing of pathogens have the poten-
tial to enable faster diagnosis and prediction of
antibiotic resistance.
Genomic analysis can potentially detect both

the resistance profile of the bug and the specific
resistance genes involved (89), allowing more
targeted use of approaches that inhibit or select
against the specific resistance mechanism. As
more clinical samples are phenotyped and se-
quenced, we expect that machine learning tech-
niques will rapidly improve in their ability to
predict antibiotic resistance from genomic data.
It is possible that by correlating genotypes and
phenotypes on a large scale, these approaches
will be able to identify resistance conferred not
only by known resistance genes, but also to iden-
tify novel resistance genotypes. Furthermore, it
is possible that such approaches may be able to
predict not only what drugs a pathogen is cur-
rently capable of resisting, but also its past ex-
posures and future capacity to evolve resistance.
As pathogens evolve at the population level, and
even within a single patient, the resulting diver-
sity of accumulatedmutations allows reconstruc-
tion of their phylogeny and can reveal their past
history of adaptation to antibiotics and other
selective pressures (90, 91). Diagnosticsmay even
be able to predict future evolution and the po-
tential to evolve resistance. For example, if a
pathogen’s genome is a fewmutations away from
resistance, we might predict that, while it is not
currently resistant, it could become resistant if
certain drugs are used. The predictability of
the evolutionary process likely varies between

drugs, but for some, spontaneous resistance ap-
pears to evolve through a limited range of path-
ways (91–93). However, higher-order interactions
amongmutations couldmake long-term evolution
substantially harder to predict (93).
Beyond predictive diagnostics at the single-

patient level, sequencing-based diagnostics may
allow us to predict evolution at a population or
epidemic level, ideally before a resistance mech-
anism even appears in a clinic (4). To do this, we
must monitor for the emergence and spread of
resistance mechanisms (4, 94, 95). Widespread
antibiotic use in agriculture, cosmetics, and med-
icine can bias the genetic content of the ambient
microbiome toward the prevalence of resistance
genes, increasing the chance of horizontal gene
transfer of resistance to clinical pathogens (96–98).
This can foster low-level resistance, which de-
creases the additional resistance required to reach
clinically significant levels and makes high levels
of resistance possible via more evolutionary paths
(99, 100). Through sequence-based predictive diag-
nostic techniques, we should be able to detect the
emergence of resistance, its source, and its rate of
spread and possibly begin to fight emerging re-
sistance before it enters the clinic.

Challenges and outlook

The practical application of selection-inverting
strategies faces major challenges. The majority
of multidrug interaction and collateral sensi-
tivity studies have been performed in vitro with
Escherichia coli and need to be validated in ani-
mal models and clinical isolates. The specific uses
of these strategies split broadly into two types of
clinical case: that of a single patient with a long-
term infection (e.g., tuberculosis or methicillin-
resistant Staphylococcus aureus) or a resistant
pathogen circulating in the population (e.g.,
vancomycin-resistant enterococci or cephalosporin-
resistant gonorrhea), each with its own practi-
cal and ethical challenges. In a long-term single-
patient infection, we must balance the risk of
prolonging treatment against the risk of treat-
ment failure from the evolution of resistance. In
the case of a pathogen circulating in thepopulation,
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Fig. 3. The efficacy and potential failure of cycling collaterally sensitive
antibiotics. (A) Fitness landscapes in collaterally sensitive antibiotics. Geno-
types that are resistant to drug A or drug B appear as fitness peaks when the
environment contains the drug to which they are resistant but as fitness
valleys in the other drug treatment. In principle, alternating the drugs can lead
to a cycle of evolution switching between these genotypes (solid arrows). How-

ever, doubly resistant mutants can evade this trap (dashed arrows). (B) Two
possible evolutionary trajectories in the MICs of component drugs in antibiotic
cycling. Ideally, resistance will alternate between two states (solid arrows).
However, repeated accumulation of resistance mutations can also create
double-resistance, even in the case where each individual mutation induces
collateral sensitivity (dashed arrow).
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the balance is between the efficacy of clearance
and the population-level need for long-term sup-
pression of resistance. Thus, even if a treatment
strategy can suppress the evolution of resistance,
it is unlikely to be widely adopted clinically un-
less it also provides increased survival on a per-
patient basis. It could therefore be advantageous
to begin trials of these approaches for suppress-
ing circulating resistance in a veterinary setting,
where the health of the herd, rather than of an
individual animal, is of primary concern and the
ethical concerns are less acute than for human
clinical applications. Another difficulty lies in the
simultaneous delivery of multicompound treat-
ments; unequal absorption and penetration may
lead topockets of single-drug exposure and thereby
promote resistance (54). To circumvent this dif-
ficulty, hybrid antibiotics linking existing com-
pounds have been proposed, but their in vivo
efficacy and evolutionary effects have undergone
only limited testing (101, 102). Further, selection
against resistance is dependent on the consist-
ency of drug interactions. Asmicrobes face vastly
different environments in a host than in vitro,
with different nutrient supplies, a range of im-
mune responses, competition with othermicrobes,
phenotypic variability [e.g., persister cells (24, 103)],
and their own evolution, there is no immediate
guarantee that the interactions observed in vitro
are sufficiently stable to reliably direct evolution
in vivo.
Ultimately, treating resistance will require a

portfolio of strategies including drug discov-
ery, resistance monitoring, and combinations of
novel methods to invert the selection for resist-
ance. We are in dire need of techniques to chan-
nel pathogens toward less evolvable genotypes.
It is no longer sustainable nor sufficient to treat
antibiotic-resistant infections simply in response
to their current resistance phenotype. Rather,
antimicrobial strategies are required that antic-
ipate the evolutionary potential of the infection,
and both treat and channel it away from multi-
drug resistance. We can be certain bacteria will
adapt to our treatments, and so our strategies of
combatting resistance must also evolve to remain
one step ahead.
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